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By notice published November 9, 2018 the Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) notified the public of an upcoming meeting of the DHS Data Privacy and Integrity Advisory Committee (“DPIAC”) on December 10, 2018 and invited comments.¹ The DPIAC “provides advice at the request of the Secretary of Homeland Security and the DHS Chief Privacy Officer on programmatic, policy, operational, administrative, and technological issues within DHS that relate to personally identifiable information, as well as data integrity and other privacy-related matters.”² The proposed agenda for the meeting includes a privacy office update, as well as an update on the Biometric Travel Security Initiative and a subcommittee report on biometric facial recognition.³

EPIC urges the DPIAC to advise the CBP to 1) halt the implementation of its facial recognition program until Congress passes proper regulatory safeguards to protect against the misuse of facial recognition and other biometric surveillance techniques; and 2) conduct notice-and-comment rulemaking on the biometric entry/exit program and any other implementation of facial recognition that impacts American citizens.

EPIC is a public interest research center in Washington, D.C. EPIC was established in 1994 to focus public attention on emerging civil liberties issues and protect privacy, the First Amendment, and constitutional values. EPIC has a particular interest in preserving the right of people to engage in First Amendment protected activities without the threat of government surveillance.

I. CBP’s Biometric Entry/Exit Program

Without legal authority or the opportunity for public comment, the U.S. Customs and Border Protection has deployed facial recognition technology in U.S. airports, sea ports, and land ports of entry and collected biometric identifiers from American travelers. Further, the agency plans to “incrementally deploy biometric capabilities across all modes of travel — air, sea, and land — by fiscal year 2025.” According to the most recent Privacy Impact Assessment (“PIA”), the Traveler Verification Services (“TVS”) retains both U.S. citizens’ and non-citizens’ photos in the TVS Cloud Matching Service for up to 12 hours, photos of non-immigrant aliens and lawful permanent residents are stored for up to 14 days in an Automated Targeting System database, and photos of “in-scope travelers” are retained in IDENT for up to 75 years. CBP integrates
information from flight manifests provided by airlines with photographs obtained from State Department databases to prepare “galleries” to match with photos captured at ports of entry.9 “If CBP does not have access to advance passenger information, such as for pedestrians or privately owned vehicles at land ports of entry, CBP will build galleries using photographs of ‘frequent’ crossers for that specific port of entry.”10 CBP uses its own equipment as well as that of private firms, other government agencies, and foreign governments to capture face images.11

This vast biometric collection program exposes Americans and other travelers to substantial privacy risks. The problem begins when the State Department, without legal authority, transferred facial images collected for passport applications to the CBP. This largely immutable biometric information is then used to conduct government surveillance unrelated to the purpose for which the photos were collected. The legislation this program purports to implement does not authorize this activity,12 and there is currently no federal legislation to regulate the use of facial recognition or other biometric surveillance techniques in these circumstances. As such, the DPIAC should recommend that the program cease immediately.

II. DPIAC’s privacy recommendations are flawed and fail to address the full risks posed by CBP’s use of facial recognition.

The draft report begins with the faulty premise that “one-to-few” facial recognition use at ports of entry is necessary to national security.13 The U.S. is the only country in the world to
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10 TVS Nov. 2018 PIA, 5.
11 TVS Nov. 2018 PIA, 7-8.
believe that facial recognition and image retention is necessary for airport security. In Europe\textsuperscript{14} and even China,\textsuperscript{15} a photo ID is presented for an instantaneous match against an image displayed or stored on the ID itself. Israel’s biometric entry program is voluntary, and matches information supplied by passengers that is either stored in a passport chip or provided directly on a one-off basis.\textsuperscript{16} In Malaysia, passengers have the option to enroll in the program by submitting their Malaysian ID card or passport to be used for facial recognition by a specific airline.\textsuperscript{17} Australia’s program operates similarly.\textsuperscript{18}

Unlike the U.S., other governments do not create a “gallery” by pulling photos obtained by the government for other purposes. The legislation this program purportedly implements authorized the use of biometrics to only identify visa overstays, track immigration matters, and match visa waiver recipients against watch lists. 8 U.S.C. § 1365a(b); 8 U.S.C. § 1365b(g), (h); 8 U.S.C. § 1187(i)(1), (2). No mention of the collection of U.S. citizens’ biometric information appears in these acts of legislation.

The report fails to address the fundamental problem of using photos collected for one purpose (to apply for a visa or passport) and subsequently using those photos for another purpose.

(to conduct a border check). While the most recent PIA for the program assures U.S. citizens that their images captured by CBP will be deleted after the prescribed time limit, the transfer of the photos obtained by the State Department to the CBP lacks legal authority and is in violation of the federal Privacy Act.

And this program is not voluntarily. There is no way to opt-out of the CBP facial recognition program. EPIC knows for a fact that the procedures described in the DPIAC report regarding the alternative method of screening (i.e. a manual check of travel documents) is in fact not the agency’s practice. And the underlying problem remains: personal data is automatically transferred from the State department to another agency without legal authority. By the time the passenger attempts to assert the right to “opt out,” the passenger’s photo has already been pulled from the State Department database into a gallery to be used by DHS for facial recognition.

Further, as the report notes, at land ports of entry where passengers are photographed in vehicles at-speed, there is a high risk that passengers will not even know the photo capture and matching is taking place. This risk is amplified by the fact that CBP plans to create galleries of images of “frequent crossers.” So, Americans legally crossing the border may have their images captured while inside their vehicles and then put into a database to track their movements.

In a mere two paragraphs, the report dismisses the well-documented disparity of facial recognition accuracy along age, racial, ethnic, and gender lines, citing a Microsoft blogpost as its only evidence that facial recognition technology has improved. Recent research confirms that
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this is still a major issue. The DPIAC’s draft issues no recommendation to address this problem, despite the fact that in September 2018, the DHS Office of Inspector General raised the concern that “CBP could not consistently match individuals of certain age groups or nationalities” and the 2017 match rate was a “low 85-percent[.]” The report’s treatment of this automated discrimination is woefully inadequate. Discrimination through automation cannot be tolerated, so even a small disparity in effectiveness is sufficient reason to shut the program down.

III. With no federally mandated safeguards in place, Americans will be increasingly subject to facial recognition without their consent and without their knowledge

There is no federal regulation or legislation preventing DHS from using facial recognition technology it develops, the photos it has captured, and the databases it creates as part of this program for other purposes. Facial recognition is the biometric identifier most easily used for mass surveillance; indeed, as DPIAC’s report notes, “facial recognition systems can be used to identify people in photos, videos, or in real-time.” Facial recognition software paired with cameras aimed toward public spaces in China is used to censor and shame individuals as part of a campaign for social control through mass surveillance. The infrastructure already exists in the U.S. to conduct similar mass surveillance through the use of facial recognition, and the U.S. government’s slide toward these techniques runs directly against American values.

The Secret Service has already begun use of facial recognition technology to monitor parts of the White House and surrounding area, including “an open setting, where individuals are

25 OIG Report, DHS OIG HIGHLIGHTS.
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free to approach from any angle.”\textsuperscript{28} The PIA for this program states, “individuals who do not wish to be captured by White House Complex CCTV and cameras involved in this pilot may choose to avoid the area.”\textsuperscript{29} That is, of course, absurd as few people will even be aware they are subject to facial recognition. The use of facial recognition technology at a site where hundreds of demonstrations, vigils, protests, and marches occur annually\textsuperscript{30} also raised particular alarm for the protection of the First Amendment. As we warned the DC City Council in 2008:

There is also a rapid evolution underway that makes surveillance far more intrusive than most people understand. Already you are seeing the use of facial recognition that will make it possible to identify people in public places. People enjoy privacy in public spaces because of anonymity. These new techniques are intended precisely to destroy that very real form of privacy.\textsuperscript{31}

The DPIAC must recommend that DHS immediately cease implementation of this program until Congressional legislation sets out clear limitations. Once federal safeguards are established, any implementation of facial recognition by DHS that impacts large amounts of citizens, including CBP’s biometric entry/exit program, should be required to conduct a notice-and-comment rulemaking.

IV. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, CBP’s unauthorized and unregulated implementation of facial recognition technology at ports of entry creates grave privacy and security risks. Accordingly, the DPIAC should advise DHS to immediately end the use of facial recognition as part of this program.

\textsuperscript{29} Secret Service PIA, 4.
\textsuperscript{30} White House Historical Association, President’s Park: A History of Protest at the White House, https://www.whitehousehistory.org/presidents-park-a-history-of-protest-at-the-white-house.
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